Mark your calendars for Quincy Humane Society’s 4th annual Fabulous Fur Ball fundraiser to take place March 28th!

This year the Quincy Humane Society’s 4th annual Fabulous Fur Ball: Cat Pack 2015 will take place on Saturday, March 28th at Town and Country Inn and Suites. The event is set to begin at 7 p.m. and will end at 11 p.m.

Tickets are limited and can be purchased at Quincy Humane Society. The ticket price includes hors d’oeuvres, 2 cocktail vouchers and $500 worth of gambling chips which can be used to play poker, blackjack and more!

Please call us at 217-223-8786 to purchase your ticket today!

---

**Jackpot Sponsors**

- Westerhoff Dogs
- Town & Country Inn and Suites
- KHQA

**High Rollers**

- Sturhahn Jewelers
- Knapheide Manufacturing Company
- Quincy Recycle
- Media Development
- Table 16 Productions

- Doug and Reggie Freel and Pups

**Royal Flush**

- Kristopher’s Hair Studio
- Nothold Dogs
- Grimm-Schlipmann Financial
- Gem City Gymnastics

**Black Jack**

- Taco Bell
- Great River Aviation
- BoodaLu Steakhouse
- Advance Physical Therapy

- Quincy Medical Group
- Kohl Wholesale
- Rinella Company
- Shottenkirk

**Double Down**

- Cell Tech
- TNT Golf Car & Equipment
- Davis and Associates, Inc. Realtors
A letter from the President:

“Never doubt that a small group of caring people can change the world. For, indeed, that’s all who ever have.”

Margaret Mead.

Dear Friends and Supporters,

As I reminisce about the past 18 years of involvement with the Quincy Humane Society, I am continually amazed at the transformation in our organization! This could not have been possible without the caring community that supported our efforts; not only for those 18 years but for the 135 years since our inception. The face of animal welfare has changed tremendously and as we celebrate our successes, we also ponder the future and what our role will be in continuing to improve the quality of life for animals, not only in our area but across the United States. With our committed staff, Board of Directors, volunteers and supporters, I feel confident we will continue to adapt to the needs of not only the animals but the human population as well.

On July 20 we will celebrate 135 continual years of service to the animals and people of the Quincy area. Stay tuned for some exciting events we have in the planning stages!

Our Mutt Strut theme for 2014 was Bark to The Future to celebrate the 20<sup>th</sup> year of this successful event. We also saw it as a time to make major changes for future Mutt Strut events. We will be relocating the event to Upper Moorman Park, adding a 5K(9) and expanding activities for children. The new location will provide more parking and a larger area for our event. Our theme for 2015 will be “Paw Wars” (a takeoff from Star Wars) so get your creative juices flowing and look for more information as we continue to plan Mutt Strut 2015!

Change is inevitable and an organization’s ability to adapt determines its level of success. At the Quincy Humane Society we embrace change, for change equals progress. Thank you for the opportunity to be a part of this organization and for 135 years of support!
Mark Your Calendars for Mutt Strut 2015!!!

We are excited to announce the new additions to Mutt Strut 2015: Paw Wars!
We hope you will join us in the festivities!

October 2nd will be a fun filled day of activities that are great for all ages! New this year, we will have a Kid’s Fun Zone put together by Scotty’s Fun Spot and Gem City Gymnastics!

We will be hosting our first ever 5K9 Run-Walk and Puppy Dash along with our 21st annual 1 mile Mutt Strut walk! Registration for our 5K9 Run-Walk will begin at 9:00am. There will be age groups ranging from 12 to 70 and over. The 5K path will take participants through Upper Moorman Park!

Our Puppy Dash is for children 4 to 11. This is about 1/3 of a mile distance and all participants will start at the official start line and go through the official finish line. Every child’s a winner when they take part in the Puppy Dash!

We are excited about all of the exciting additions to our event and we look forward to seeing you there!

Volunteering at the Quincy Humane Society has become somewhat of a family affair for the Hun family. Nicholas (17), Emanuel (15), Magdalen (11), and Julia (10) come in with their mother, Barb, after school close to every day to do daily tasks around the facility. It was because of their hard work, dedication and love for our organization that they were nominated by the former Community Relations Manager, Celeste Hillen, to receive the Marty Higgins Memorial Youth Volunteer of the Year award, honored by the Breakfast Optimist Club. Typically, there is just one recipient for this award; however, the four Hun children were all equally deserving of this award.

This year we held our first “Holiday Breakout” over Christmas and it was a great success! We are looking forward to more foster opportunities for 2015! Thank you to all of our volunteers who open their homes to some of our animals, not just during the holidays but all year round.

January was the first month that we had our first ever “play date” for some of our available dogs at Pet Supplies Plus. We had a wonderful time and we will be having “play dates” every third Saturday of the month! Be sure to stop out and visit our volunteers and some of our available animals.

A Special Thank You To...

Lila Martin, Grace Pajic, and Caitlyn Adams: For all of the wonderful donations that you asked for in place of birthday gifts. We appreciate all of the toys, food and treats, and cleaning supplies! Your kindness and generosity on your birthday’s is greatly appreciated. We love seeing young people in our community making a difference.

Unitarian Church Youth Group: For raising $653 at their yard sale fundraiser. It is with the great efforts and support from organizations, such as this that the Quincy Humane Society is able care for the animals of our community that are looking for homes.

St Peter’s 6th Grade Class: Thank you for your holiday donation of $125 along with shelter supplies that we will be able to use year round! We appreciate your kindness and generosity.

Girl Scout Troop 5194: Thank you for donating an entire laundry basket full of “happy socks”. The cats and kittens love when cat nip is stuffed into a sock!

Girl Scout Troop 5339 and 5081: Thank you for donating homemade dog treats and toys to our animals. They loved the treats and we can never have too many toys!

Mrs. Drew’s 1st Grade Class and Mrs. Zeidler’s 3rd Grade Classes from Ellington: Thank you for all of the wonderful toys, blankets, food and homemade dog treats. Our animals love to have an extra treat now and then.
Titan’s Story

Titan, a neutered Siamese, was surrendered by his owner when he was around a year and a half. At about five months of age he developed patchy hair loss, which was diagnosed by a veterinarian as compulsive licking and was instructed to wear an Elizabethan collar. The patchy hair loss continued and he was taken to several veterinarians without resolution on the issue. The owner gave Titan frequent medicated baths but after a year without resolution of the issue. The owner gave Titan frequent medicated baths, but after a year without an answer and the impending birth of twins, she decided that she could no longer care for him.

When Titan arrived for surrender, at a first glance, he did not look as though there was anything wrong with him; however, the fur on his back was matted from serious and purulent drainage and had hardened like a carapace. He smelled of infection and had large areas of open purulent skin. In spite of his condition he was a very sweet natured cat. Upon arrival our veterinarian examined him and he was immediately stated on antibiotics for the skin infection and was put on a novel protein diet to eliminate food sensitivity, which was a cause of the condition. We had planned to sedate debrid the area the next day, but overnight Titan had removed all of the hardened fur.

A consultation was obtained from the Veterinary Teaching Hospital at the University of Missouri. Biopsies were taken, steroids and antibiotics were, again, ordered but this resulted in only short term relief. After four months of a variety of medications and food trials, our veterinarian decided to try Titan on Atopica, a medication used for atopic dermatitis—a disease that is marked by a hypersensitivity to environmental allergens. Within one month all of his lesions were healing and no new areas of hair loss were observed. For the first time...in over a year...Titan was free of discomfort and had a full coat of beautiful fur!

Titan was available for adoption after five months of seeking a cure for his condition. Our next obstacle was to find him a family who understood that, in order to keep disease under control, and to keep Titan as comfortable as possible, he would need to remain on this medication for the rest of his life. He was a beautiful, loving, affectionate cat and had a lot of interest—that is until the long term commitment of this moderately expensive medicine was discussed.

One day, a family came in and fell in love with Titan. After getting to know him, the potential adopter did some research on his condition and talked with her veterinarian. The family made the commitment to take Titan home and has since enjoyed a wonderful companionship with him. He loves to play and snuggle and Titan has brought great joy and laughter to his new home and has made their family complete.

Khaleesi’s Story

In June of 2014, Khaleesi, a Terrier, Pit Bull/Mix joined our facility. Khaleesi was here with us for about six months and had lots of puppy energy and playfulness. When visitors would come by to view the animals, Khaleesi, like all over dogs, would get excited and would start jumping for joy. She loved meeting new people and would get excited, anxiously awaiting her opportunity to meet someone new. Khaleesi has a great personality and our staff knew that she would be a wonderful companion once she found the right family.

Unfortunately, when animals are in a shelter for a while they tend to get a little stir crazy. When visitors come to the kennel area, a majority of people base their opinions on the look and mannerisms of the dog while in their kennel. Visitors sometimes forget to overlook the behaviors the dog may present when in the kennel and miss out on the opportunity of seeing the great qualities the animal possesses outside of the kennel. This happened to be the case for Khaleesi.

During the last month that Khaleesi was with us, we had a volunteer, who is enrolled in our foster program, take Khaleesi in as a foster. This foster experience was a little different than most foster situations. This foster would take Khaleesi to her house every evening and would bring her back during viewing hours every day. This unique opportunity provided Khaleesi with plenty of socialization, with different people, children of all ages and with other animals.
In Loving Memory

Sally Kiest by
Sally Westerhoff
Alan & Mary Ellen Steigemeier
Michael Smith by
Gary & Jo Kirlin
John & Karen Spring
James & Joyce Schrand
Greg & Becky Campbell
The Jacobs Family
Judy & Kent Vollbracht
Linda Lagemann
Christie & Tyler Dickens
Mark & Susan Davison
Rich & Stephanie Demien
Nola Bradley
David & Mary Stark Family
Joseph & Diane Prenger
Todd & Diana Franklin
Franklin & Arlene Saeger
Joan Holzgrafe
Frank & Debbie Baird
Vance Chiropractic Clinic
Gina Dietrich
Susie Souders & Diane Morin
Merle & Darlene Jacobs
Donna Richmiller by
Steve, Pam & Eric Root
Randy Stark & Family
Mavis Lantz
Jeff McClean & Family
Rod McClean & Family
Janet Pollack
Lynn Freels
Jerry Holzgrafe
Robert & Ruth Welcher
Joann & William Musseter
Max & Mary Lou Miller
Peggy & Michael Holzgrafe
Sheryl Ensminger
Brian & Heather Gustison
Alan Graff
Craig Moncey
Ashley Liebig
Ester Sowers By
Pamela Jacobs Yates
Bob Siebers by
Charlotte Siebers
Marilyn Powell by
Susie Hampton
Robert Nett by
Wanda Hamann Salzman
Rick & Ann St. Clair
Jack Thuer by
Carolyne Thuer
Marilyn Riley by
Mary Snowden
Joan Green
Eugene Riehn by
The Heitland Family
Pat Dickwisch by
Gary & Pat Woodworth
Jean Cooper by
Jean Walton
Linda Dennis by
Jim & Margaret Dennis
Kathy Dopheide
Judi, Dennis & Heidi Walden
Susie Souders & Diane Morin
Dr. Charles Eaton by
Sarah & Rick Stewart
Mike & Mary Foster
Patrick & Cheryl Lane
Sue Robbearts
Dr. Carl Armstrong by
Walter & Barbara Siemens
Carol Long by
Nikki Kaufman
Linda Murrie
Grant Liesen by
Janet Kulla
Richard Magliari by
Meg Ely
Robert McCowan by
Meg Ely
Dr. William McConway by
Ted Kemmer & Dee Burnham
Brice Irving by
Cathi Webb
Jeni Ehrgott by
Nancy Ihnen
Betty Higgins by
Sue Allen
Brian & Deborah Naught
Janet & Lee Harris
Jody Hartman
Blickhan, Timmerwikel, Woodworth & Larsen
Virginia Hornbuckle by
Dennis & Suzanne Forsythe
Pat Henrick
Vicki & Roger Wilson
Ralph Crossan by
Sally Greenbank
Bob Hummel by
Shirley Nagel
William Styler by
Susan Stephens
Shirley Hilger
Richard & Joyce Shepard
Benjamin & Shirley Hilger
Virginia Schmuk by
Donna O'Neal
James Thuer by
Verna Harker
Mildred Schwarte by
Don & Mary Lugering
Terry See by
Meg Ely
Tom & Debbie Hemmerle
Rowan Zander by
Pat Zander
John Gay by
Mary Janes
Pat Vanderheide
Bob Hummel by
Shirley Nagel
Kris Kutcher & Todd Shakefold
Wilma Campbell by
Janet Kulla
Bob Briggs by
Rack Daddy's and Pool Players
Jacki Bosse by
D.D. & Janie Fischer
Ovettamay Ade by
Tony & Lois Engels
April Priest by
Joseph Priest
Patricia Griffith Mehl by
Norma Ade
Marilyn M. Griffith by
Norma Ade
Stella Stephens by
Blessing Hospital
Bill Sacadat by
Anne Mays
Beth Schanbacher by
Bill & Anne Schanbacher
Billy Schanbacher by
Bill & Anne Schanbacher
Margaret Shahan by
Dr. Shahan's Office Staff
Connie Wheeler by
Kathy Meier & Amy Kientzle
Effie King by
Dottie Cartmill & Family
Janice Colvin
Pamela Jacobs Yates
Robert McCowan by
Meg Ely
Charles "Chuck" Grimm by
Denny & Carol Wingert
Jim & Mary Smith
Michael Rischar
Gean & Angela Walbring
Tom & Sue Cutrone
Brad & Kelly Crossman
Gerald & Sharon Duesterhaus
John & Gay Sullivan
Mark & Carol Johnson
Lyndle & Sandra Claus
Gary & Kathy Wittler
Eugene & Carmella Clark
Gary & Candira Moore
John & Yvonne Duesterhaus
David & Kelly Sorrill
Todd & Diana Franklin
Billie Riddle by
Sandra Grannan
Emmett & Mary Kientzle by
Amy Kientzle & Kathy Meier
Parker L. "Chip" Gerdes by
Laura Gerdes Ehrhart
Elaine Slater by
Randy & Tena Barry
Glen & Karrie Grassfield
Walt & Donna Illgren
Bonnie Cress
Marjorie Daniel
Russ & Daniel Hagenah
Callie Grant
Foote & Barlow Family
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Duesdieker
Keith & Michelle Wiemelt
Mr. & Mrs. Doug Wentura
Gary & Roseann Stuckman
Eugene Stuckman
Doris Schullian
Dave Rubison & Family
Robert, Barbara, Anthony & Amy Rhineberger
Brian Miller & Abby Reich
Don & Carolyn Rakers
Marty Otto
Ron & Connie Higgins
Victoria McClain
Tim & Jolene Briscoe
Bob & Anna Mae Liggett
Mary Slater & Family
Richard & Marcie Schwieter
Brian Miller
David Rubison
Don & Marilyn Foote
Vicki Ann Keller by
Jay & Angela Smith
Michael & Marchetta Engel
Melissa & Bryan Coulter
Rod & Cindy Prentice
Patti & Larry Blickhan
Richard Blickhan
Patty & Ron Doyle
Sharon & John Juette
The Family of Ken Durham
Andrew & Laura Mays
Lucy Strubinger
Thomas & Kai Orthal
Daniel & Jane Burton
Stuart & Janet Kaiser
James & Peggy Bailey
Frank Musholt
Frederick & Paula Case
Doug & Susan Wentura
Steve & Elise Neese
Bill & Chris Daniels
Randy & Tena Barry
Darrell & Karen Taylor
Brandy Blickhan & Mike Ridder
Brady & Cheryll Dreasler
Karen Koontz
Pam & Doug Dietrich
Ryan & Carla Fierde
Alex & Anne Eichman
Kelley Geising
In Loving Memory

Quentin Miller by
Ione Miller

Evelyn Marie Troth by
Judith Echternkamp

Jim & Shirley Schuecking
Peggy Miller

Mary Harshman
Howard & Mary Snowden

Gloria & Jerry Mead
Rose Bertaglio
Steve & Elsie Neese
Suzi Schanbacher
Larry & Lynn Gorrell
Fern Traeder
Jean Riutzel

Mary Kientzle by
Sue Allen
Jean Mitchell
Susie Souders
Diane Morin
Sally Westerhoff

Lynn & Kevin Fischer

James Durst by
Roger & Marianne Peters
Richard & Janet Bybee
Bill & Santra Reuter
Mike & Peg Holzgrafe
The Washub
Dr. Terry & Mary Shaw
Jim & Nancy Wells
David & Lynn Wombles
Azad & Rita Tayyab
Jim Wells
Morris Smith
Terri Cary
Donald Clinton
Mr. & Mrs. Kent Durst
Azad & Rita Tayyab

Rebecca Logsdon by
Donald & Virginia Goodwin

Phylliss Masterson by
Dutch & Marilyn Huner
Martha & Roger Lantz
Christine & Michael Logan
Carl Nieders
Roy Riddle
Dottie & Rod Niehoff
Linda Moritz
Bobbie Iwinski
Stephanie Stotts

Gene Ellis by
Julie Entrop

Sharon Powell by
Bruce & Lorrie Millman

William Glore by
Dr. Azad & Rita Tayyab

Kathy Bledsoe by
Karim Koontz

Linda Musolino by
Lynn Schelp
Betty Ann Ridder

Dennis & Nancy Campbell
Michael & Mary Schuttler
John & Mary Lammers
Matthew & Kathy Entrop

Tony Dede
Karen & Paul Bockwitz
Lynn & Kevin Fischer
Kyle Moore
Judy Decker
Terr Cary
Glenda Hackamack
Maurice & Tara August
Barbara & Lowell McClland

Glenn Foster by
Rosie Foster

Arthur Paley by
Delores Paley

Jack Snyder by
Kathy Mixer & Amy Kientzle

Lucille Prunty by
Ed Mattix
Jim Harland
Chris Fauble
Annette Newquist
Marcy Hayden
Paul & Mary Duesterhaus
Terry & Carol Mickel
Orma Mickel
Rod & Becky Dobey
Sharon McCollum
Peggy Frese
James & Helen Dopheide
Mary Lou Hays
Byrniece Kircher
Blanche Klusmeyer
Judi & Jim McKinney
Norbert Bentele
Karen Bentele
Kent & Linda Snider
The Terry Family

Glenna Mealiff by
Michael Myers

Connie Wheeler by
Amy Kientzle & Kathy Mixer

Marilyn Riley by
Joan Green

Mary Snowden
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Michael Guliani by
Mr. & Mrs. Ned Broemmel

Jim Schutte by
Karim Koontz

Maurice Wilkinson by
Kay Wilkinson, Velvet,
Meg & Annie

Carol Lang by
Linda Murrie

Nikki Kaufman

Honor of People

Sally Westerhoff by
John & Mitzi Westerhoff

Dr. Jim Nuessen & Staff of KVC by
Paul & Mary Duesterhaus

Jeffrey & Yasmin Tayyab Simon by
Randi Hemminghth & Thomas Sollie

Laura & David King Wedding by
Laurie & Rick Jack
Bryan & Jamie Mattingly
Lacey Jack

Jeff & Nikki Nevin

Honor of Pets

“Tiger” Munneke by
Jennifer Davidson

Ron & Delores Herron by
Thompson & Charlotte

Erik & Wendy Morris Wedding by
Bob & Janet Oberling

Lilly Sterling’s Birthday by
Jill Neal

Martha Danglade by
Jennifer Davidson

“Grady” by
Mike & Deana Smith

“Pierre” by
Jeff & Kathy McPherson

“Tina Marie” by
Cherie Snider-Birdsell

Mary Ellen & Alan Stiegemeier by
Azad & Rita Tayyab

Randi Hemminghth & Thomas Sollie family by
Azad & Rita Tayyab

Kathy Durst by
Azad & Rita Tayyab

Paul & Martha Blank by
Nona Bauer

Dr. Azad & Rita Tayyab by
Alan & Mary Ellen Stiegemeier

Honorariums

Mary Ellen & Alan Stiegemeier by
Azad & Rita Tayyab

Randi Hemminghth & Thomas Sollie family by
Azad & Rita Tayyab

Kathy Durst by
Azad & Rita Tayyab

Paul & Martha Blank by
Nona Bauer

Dr. Azad & Rita Tayyab by
Alan & Mary Ellen Stiegemeier

Sally Westerhoff by
John & Mitzi Westerhoff

Dr. Jim Nuessen & Staff of KVC by
Paul & Mary Duesterhaus
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Randi Hemminghth & Thomas Sollie

Laura & David King Wedding by
Laurie & Rick Jack
Bryan & Jamie Mattingly
Lacey Jack
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Jennifer Davidson

Ron & Delores Herron by
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Erik & Wendy Morris Wedding by
Bob & Janet Oberling

Lilly Sterling’s Birthday by
Jill Neal

Martha Danglade by
Jennifer Davidson

“Grady” by
Mike & Deana Smith

“Pierre” by
Jeff & Kathy McPherson

“Tina Marie” by
Cherie Snider-Birdsell
Pet Memorials

In Loving Memory

A Special Way to Remember...

If you would like to remember a deceased family member, friend or pet you can send your gifts of condolence as a memorial to the Quincy Humane Society. Not only do these gifts help the many animals at the Quincy Humane Society, but it also lets the family of the deceased know that they are remembered.

If you would like to make a donation to honor the memory of a person or pet, please:

- Send your gift to P.O. Box 3173 Quincy, IL 62305
- Enclose a note with your check including the name of the deceased, whether it is a person or a pet and the name and address of the family to notify of your gift.
- The family will receive a card of acknowledgement. The amount of the gift remains confidential.

Thank you for remembering your friends and family in such a generous way.

"If you look into their eyes, you’ll feel their soul.
If you open up your heart, you’ll find your own.”

T. Roggenbeck
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The Quincy Humane Society
PO Box 3173
Quincy, IL 62305

Please Join us for our Annual Meeting
March 11th at 6:30 PM
Quincy Humane Society, Community Room